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how to use they re there and
their merriam webster May 17 2024

their is the possessive pronoun that means
belonging to them as in their car is red there is
used to name a specific place or location as in
get away from there and stop right there they re
is a contraction of they are as in they re getting
married

is there re similar to there s a
correct contraction Apr 16 2024

i use there re when i write and the spell checker
doesn t mark it as not correct in some cases when
i use a contraction the spell checkers underlines
it in green and it reports me that the word could
not match the rest of the sentence i think it
happens when the contraction is used for different
words and the spell checker is not able to

there vs their vs they re what s
the difference Mar 15 2024

when should you use there their and they re if you
are introducing a sentence or talking about a
certain location the correct word is there if you
are describing a noun that is owned by someone the
correct word is their which is the third person
possessive form of they

is there re grammatically correct
easy explanation Feb 14 2024

often instead of saying there re or there are
people just say there s regardless if the noun
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following is singular or plural this variation
would seem grammatically incorrect based on the
rules but in many dialects it is universally
understood and acceptable

rules for using there their and
they re yourdictionary Jan 13
2024

updated november 18 2020 image credits the english
language is full of commonly confused words that
trip up native speakers and new learners alike
many sound the same but have different spellings
and meanings such as there their and they re

there re the definitive guide
linguaholic Dec 12 2023

what does there re mean there re means there are
which is a correct english contraction on a
grammatical level however it is mainly used in
casual speaking and writing and should be avoided
in formal settings if you look it up in
dictionaries including cambridge oxford and
collins you won t find this word

is there re grammatically correct
easy explanation Nov 11 2023

there re stands for there are and is used when
talking about more than one thing for example you
might say there re ten apples on the table it s
more common in spoken english than in writing
because it sounds informal in writing especially
formal writing using there are is often preferred
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there their or they re grammar
monster Oct 10 2023

there their and they re sound similar but their
meanings are different their is for possession
there is a place like here and they re is short
for they are

their there and they re learn the
difference mla style Sep 09 2023

when used as an adverb there can have a few
meanings but most of merriam webster s definitions
are related to referring to a place or matter in
or at that place there adv 1 to or into that place
there adv 2 at that point or stage there adv 3 and
in that matter respect or relation there adv 4

examples of their there and they
re in sentences Aug 08 2023

in order to know how to use the words there their
and they re correct it s important to remember how
they differ there refers to a place either a
concrete or abstract place they re is a
contraction for the phrase they are their
indicates possession

there their and they re
frequently confused words usage
Jul 07 2023

courses on khan academy are always 100 free start
practicing and saving your progress now
khanacademy org humanities grammar usage and style
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there their and they re how to
choose the right word Jun 06 2023

there refers to place if you re talking about
where someone or something is located use the word
there for example jimmy s keys are not here he
must have left them back there at the office

7 pairs of commonly confused
words their there they re May 05
2023

there means in or at that place as in the book is
over there they re means they are as in they re
reading a book what to remember the word they re
has an apostrophe so remember that it is two words
contracted together

there their they re meaning
examples difference Apr 04 2023

their there and they re are pronounced similarly
but don t have the same meaning you can recognize
which one is correct from the context there is
most commonly used to mean at that point or in
that place their is the possessive form of the
third person plural pronoun they it means
belonging to them

their vs there vs they re what s
the difference Mar 03 2023

it s confusing they are homophones meaning they
have the same pronunciation sound but differ in
meaning and derivation origin in this article we
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ll explain the meanings of their there and they re
how to use each word correctly and provide example
sentences for each term

using there is and there are
learnenglish Feb 02 2023

grammar explanation affirmative we use there is to
say that something exists or is in a place there
is a bridge in the park we use there is for
singular nouns and there are for plural nouns
there is a restaurant in the station there are two
cafés in the shopping centre we can say there s
instead of there is we often say this when we
speak

there they re their video merriam
webster Jan 01 2023

emily brewster explains the difference between
there they re and their

there their and they re learn how
to use these words Nov 30 2022

you re not alone in your confusion about they re
their and there these words sound the same but
have different meanings we ll show you an easy way
to ensure you re always using them correctly

homophones they re there and
their writing forward Oct 30 2022

but there are some easy ways to remember which
homophone is correct when you re using they re
there and there and for those of you who already
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know how these three homophones should be used
properly let this be a reminder that we cannot
rely on spell check they re

there is there s and there are
cambridge grammar Sep 28 2022

we use there is and there are when we first refer
to the existence or presence of someone or
something there s a letter on your desk julia
brought it from the mail room
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